Introduction
The Hessian matrix has a number of important applications in a variety of different fields, such as optimzation, image processing and statistics. Geometrically, the Hessian matrix describes the local curvature of scalar functions f : R P → R, and is for this reason perhaps mostly known in the field of optimization [5] . Nevertheless, the Hessian matrix also has an important role in statistics, since its inverse is related to the powerful concept of uncertainty approximation [6] .
In this paper we mostly focus on the practical aspects of efficiently computing Hessian matrices in the context of deep learning [4] using the Python [7] scripting language and the TensorFlow [1] library. We define a general feed-forward neural network model and show how to efficiently compute two quantities: the cost function's exact Hessian matrix, and the cost function's approximate Hessian matrix, known as the Outer Product of Gradients (OPG) matrix. Although we here use a feed-fordward neural network architecture to introduce terminology, the theory and implementation presented is still directly applicable on more general neural network architectures using convolutional layers, pooling and regularization.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give definitions which will be used throughout the paper. In Section 3 we present the problem statement, and discuss three complications which need to dealt with in order to achieve a successful TensorFlow implementation: 1) tf.hessians() is fundamentally inadequate since it only calculates a subset of all the partial derivatives (Section 3.3), 2) computing Hessian matrices essentially requires per-example gradients of the cost function with respect to model parameters, and unfortunately, the differentiation functionality provided by TensorFlow does not support computing gradients with respect to individual examples efficiently [2] (Section 3.1), and 3) when differentiating a function with respect to several variables represented by a list of tensors, the result is also a list of tensors (Section 3.2). In Section 4 we show how to overcome the aforementioned complications and introduce our Python module pyhessian [8] which is released as open source licensed under GNU GPL on GitHub. In Section 5 we summarize the paper and give some concluding remarks.
Definitions
A feed-forward neural network is shown in Figure (1) . There are L layers l = 1, 2, ..., L with T l neurons in each layer. The input layer l = 1, is represented by the input vector x n = x n,1 x n,2 . . . x n,T1
T where n = 1, 2, ..., N is the input index. Furthermore, there are L − 2 dense hidden layers, l = 2, 3, ..., L − 1, and a dense output layer l = L, all represented by weight matrices 
It is defined as the average of N per-example cross-entropy cost functions C n (y n ,ŷ n ), where y n represents the one-hot target vector for the nth example, and whereŷ n represents the corresponding prediction vector. The prediction vector is obtained by evaluating the model function (3),
using the input vector x n and a flat vector of model parameters ω ∈ R P defined by
The function flatten(·) denotes a rowwise flattening operation to transform the collection of model parameters represented by the weight matrices
and bias vectors
Finally, the activation function in the output layer is the vectorized softmax function
where z ∈ R T L , and where exp(·) denotes the vectorized exponential function.
Computing Hessian Matrices in TensorFlow
Given the cost function C defined in Section 2, the Hessian matrix H ∈ R P ×P is defined
The approximation to the Hessian matrix, known as the Outer Product of Gradients (OPG) matrix G ∈ R P ×P , is defined
We notice that H in Equation (9) is formed by summing over N perexample Hessian matrices, and that G in Equation (10) is formed by summing over N per-example OPG matrices. We also note that H can be obtained by differentating the cost function directly, whereas this property does not hold for G as seen by (12). Finally, we note that G can be written as a perexample cost Jacobian matrix product (11).
In order to proceed, we now need to consider three complications regarding gradients and Hessians in TensorFlow: the limitations of TensorFlow's built-in tf.hessians() function is discussed in Section 3.3, perexample gradients will be discussed in Section 3.1, and gradient representation will be discussed in Section 3.2.
Per-Example Gradients
A per-example gradient of the cost function with respect to model parameters means to differentiate C n in (9) and (10) with respect to model parameters 2 The notation used means that
for a single example n. However, when TensorFlow compute gradients (e.g. tf.gradients()) it performs back propagation, which never actually computes the per-example gradients, but instead directly obtains the sum of per-example gradients. To see what this means, consider the following dummy multiple linear regression model (for simplicity with no bias term):
In [ 1 ] : import t e n s o r f l o w a s t f In [ 2 ] : import numpy a s np In We get back the per-example gradient as expected (Out [2] ). We do the same for the second example: we notice that we do not get back two per-example gradients, but rather the sum of the two per-example gradients (Out [4] ). The important observation is here that in order to obtain per-example gradients we seemingly need to run tf.gradients() once per example, which in turn is well known to be very inefficient when N grows large. We will get back to this and discuss solutions in Sections (4.1) and (4.2).
Gradient Representation
In practice, the P model parameters are represented by a list of tensors (e.g.
[tf.Variable(),...]) corresponding to the different layers of the model architecture. On the other hand, the Hessian matrix is only one (P, P)-shaped tensor (matrix) formed by every single variable element contained in the list of variable tensors. When differentiating a function represented by a computational graph with respect to some variable(s) in that graph, the variable tensors we pass to the differentiation function (tf.gradients()) must be kept in their original form as upon defining the graph. One can still pass on the whole collection of variables as a list to get hold of the full gradient, but the result will not be a flat gradient vectorit will rather be a list of sub-gradients represented by multiple tensors. This means that in order to end up with the (P, P)-shaped Hessian matrix we want, we need to keep all the variables in a list during differentiation, and only afterwards reshape the result into the desired flat form.
Flattening of Gradients
To illustrate the concept of lists of sub-gradients vs. flat gradients, consider a dummy multinomial logistic regression model: We observe that we get back two tensors (Out [14]). Let us name the two H U and H L , respectively. Their respective shapes are (T1, T2, T1, T2) and (T2, T2). Firstly, if we reshape H U into a (T1*T2, T1*T2)-shaped tensor, it will correspond to the full Hessian's upper block diagonal matrix ∈ R T1T2×T1T2 . Secondly, the tensor H L corresponds to the full Hessian's lower block diagonal matrix ∈ R T2×T2 . In other words, we get no information about the full Hessian's two off-diagonal block matrices ∈ R T1T2×T2 and R T2×T1T2 . Equation (13) illustrates the concept.
(13) The two missing off-diagonal block matrices 3 represented by question marks in Equation (13) correspond to the partial derivatives involving variable entities from different tensors in the parameter list params (In [19] ). The same principle applies for all params with len(params) > 1.
Implementation
We will now address how to overcome the basic complications discussed in Sections 3.3, 3.1 and 3.2. The current section is divided into two parts: we first discuss how to compute the matrix H in Equation (9), and afterwards move on to the matrix G in Equation (10).
Computing H
We compute the matrix H based on Hessian vector products [3] . A practial implementation of Equation (9) is essentially to form P Hessian vector products using the full set of basis vectors in R P . As a bonus, the resulting implementation can easily be paralellized because the columns of the Hessian matrix can be computed independently.
In the following we describe the essential parts of this paper's accompanying Python module pyhessian uses the function HessianEstimator.flatten() which is based on the insights from Section 3.2.1 and the mathematical operation defined in Equation (5). Furthermore, we have defined a parallellized function HessianEstimator.get H op() to create the full Hessian matrix operation based on forming P Hessian vector products using HessianEstimator.get Hv op(v) for all v's in R P . The function HessianEstimator.get H op() sets up a parallellized operation using tf.map fn() to get hold of all the P columns of the full Hessian matrix as defined in Equation (9). It works by applying Hv op on all basis vectors in R P represented by tf.eye(self.P, self.P), where P is the total number of parameters in the model.
The important remark is now to realize that, by definition, the matrix H in Equation (9) is the sum of perexample Hessian matrices. It means that we can directly leverage from the fact that tf.gradients() returns the sum of per-example gradients discussed in Section 3.1. In other words, when we run the resulting H op in a graph session, we get per-example Hessians (below In [43]) if we feed single examples, and the average of perexample Hessians if we feed more than one example. Thus, we can get a minibatch (below using size batch size H) Hessian matrix if we feed a mini-batch (below In [45] ), or we can obtain the full Hessian matrix directly by feeding the complete training set. However, to avoid excessive memory consumption for large N , we can sum over mini-batch Hessians and divide by the number of mini-batches (In [46] -In [57]):
In [ 3 9 ] : from p y h e s s i a n import H e s s i a n E s t i m a t o r In [ 4 0 ] : h e s t = H e s s i a n E s t i m a t o r ( . . . ) 
Computing G
Due to the inequality sign in Equation (12), the computation of G (unlike H) cannot exploit the implicit sum of gradients as discussed in Section 3.1. Instead, we will pursuit another efficient technique based on parallized per-example gradients. Although the technique we present here has been reformulated and adapted to our needs, the original implementation idea is to our knowledge originating from the author of [2] . The OPG matrix operation function HessianEstimator.get G op() can be described as follows: Also note that the function HessianEstimator.get G op() requires itself to maintain redundant model parameter copies which size scale with batch size G. We have presented a practical and efficient TensorFlow implementation for computing Hessian matrices in a deep learning context. The methods have a runtime of O(N P 2 ) operations where N is the number of examples in the training set and P is the number of parameters in the model. The novelty of the methods presented in this paper prominently lies in the implementation technique rather than in the asymptotic bound analysis point of view. As noted by [2] , a naive method running back propagation N times with a minibatch of size 1 is very inefficient because TensorFlow's back propagation implementation will not be able to exploit the parallelism of mini-batch operations by efficient matrix operation implementations. An usage example of the pyhessian module [8] applied on a feed-forward neural network TensorFlow model can be found in the included file pyhessian example.py. 
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